In the cold-fluid dispersion relation x ¼ x p =½1 þ ðk ? =k z Þ 2 1=2 for Trivelpiece-Gould waves on an infinitely long magnetized plasma cylinder, the transverse and axial wavenumbers appear only in the combination k ? =k z . As a result, for any frequency x < x p , there are infinitely many degenerate waves, all having the same value of k ? =k z . On a cold finite-length plasma column, these degenerate waves reflect into one another at the ends; thus, each standing-wave normal mode of the bounded plasma is a mixture of many degenerate waves, not a single standing wave as is often assumed. A striking feature of the many-wave modes is that the short-wavelength waves often add constructively along resonance cones given by dz=dr ¼ 6ðx 2 p =x 2 À 1Þ 1=2 . Also, the presence of short wavelengths in the admixture for a predominantly long-wavelength mode enhances the viscous damping beyond what the single-wave approximation would predict. Here, numerical solutions are obtained for modes of a cylindrical plasma column with rounded ends. Exploiting the fact that the modes of a spheroidal plasma are known analytically (the Dubin modes), a perturbation analysis is used to investigate the mixing of low-order, nearly degenerate Dubin modes caused by small deformations of a plasma spheroid.
In the cold-fluid dispersion relation x ¼ x p =½1 þ ðk ? =k z Þ 2 1=2 for Trivelpiece-Gould waves on an infinitely long magnetized plasma cylinder, the transverse and axial wavenumbers appear only in the combination k ? =k z . As a result, for any frequency x < x p , there are infinitely many degenerate waves, all having the same value of k ? =k z . On a cold finite-length plasma column, these degenerate waves reflect into one another at the ends; thus, each standing-wave normal mode of the bounded plasma is a mixture of many degenerate waves, not a single standing wave as is often assumed. A striking feature of the many-wave modes is that the short-wavelength waves often add constructively along resonance cones given by dz=dr ¼ 6ðx Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a single-species plasma that is confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap. 1 A conducting cylinder is divided into three sections, and the plasma resides in the central grounded section, with radial confinement provided by a uniform axial magnetic field ðB ¼ BẑÞ and axial confinement by voltages applied to the outer sections of the cylinder. These plasmas routinely come to a state of thermal equilibrium in the trap and are routinely cooled to the cryogenic temperature range. 2 The plasma configuration is then particularly simple; the density is constant out to some surface of revolution and there drops to zero. 3 This paper discusses the normal modes of plasma oscillation for these cold equilibrium plasmas. Of course, cold-fluid theory provides a good description of these modes.
At first glance, the problem sounds straightforward: find the longitudinal modes of oscillation of a uniformly magnetized, uniform-density, bounded plasma in cold-fluid theory. However, we will see that the problem is subtle and that there is some confusion in the literature.
The origin of the difficulty is the peculiar dispersion relation for plasma waves in a cold magnetized plasma,
where x is the wave frequency, x p is the plasma frequency in the unperturbed plasma, k z is the wavenumber along the magnetic field, and k ? is the wavenumber transverse to the field. Note that a wave with wavenumbers ðk z ; k ? Þ has the same frequency as a wave with wavenumbers ðk ¼ k z =k ? thus, each wave has the same frequency as infinitely many other waves. Upon reflection from the boundaries, an incident wave typically mixes with other waves sharing the same frequency, and consequently, each normal mode is a complicated many-wave structure.
A toy problem illustrates the issues. Consider a two dimensional slab of uniform-density plasma that occupies the bounded domain given by 0 x a and 0 z b, and assume a strong magnetic field in the z-direction. The potential for a mode oscillating with frequency x satisfies the equation
Suppose that the plasma is bounded on all sides by a perfect conductor, the potential is zero at the boundaries. In this case, a set of normal modes and frequencies is given by du x ðx; zÞ ¼ sin mpx a sin npx b ;
where m and n are integers. For any mode ðm; nÞ, there are an infinite number of exactly degenerate modes ðm 0 ; n 0 Þ where n 0 =m 0 ¼ n=m. Each mode can be decomposed into a pair of waves propagating in opposite directions along the magnetic field and reflecting at the boundaries, but for this particular geometry, there is no mixing since the sine functions are orthogonal on the boundary surfaces. However, if the boundary were deformed, the orthogonality would be destroyed, and reflections would mix degenerate modes, yielding more complicated many-wave modes. It is interesting to construct an alternate representation of the degenerate modes. For any frequency, the mode equation (2) (4), an assembly of such rays can be arranged end to end, so that the assembly closes on itself. The sign of the ray changes upon reflection from the boundary, so that the boundary condition on the wall is satisfied. Figure 2 shows a parallelogram-shaped assembly for the degenerate mode frequency corresponding to n=m ¼ 1. There are an infinite number of such parallelograms with sides of different lengths, and this set is an alternative representation of the sinusoidal degenerate modes of Eq. (3) for which n=m ¼ 1. Similar ray-like representations can be constructed for any other set of degenerate modes-that is, for any other value of the ratio n=m. Interestingly, if the rectangular plasma boundary is deformed slightly, all of the degenerate sinusoidal modes are mixed, but a given ray-like mode is only modified if the boundary is moved at the points at which the ray makes contact.
This picture is modified somewhat in cylindrical geometry. For example, for a uniform-density plasma bounded by a cylindrical conducting wall at r ¼ a and flat conducting walls at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ b, the mode degeneracies are only approximate. Furthermore, the ray-like solutions are replaced by more complicated functions that are peaked along resonance cones with slope 4 dz=dr ¼ 6ðx 2 p =x 2 À 1Þ 1=2 . A crucial difference is that the cylindrical functions are not entirely localized along these cones. Nevertheless, the basic ideas illustrated by the rectangular toy problem persist. In numerical studies of the normal modes for a long, cylindrical plasma column in a Penning-Malmberg trap, we will find complicated many-wave normal modes, with the waves often adding to produce conical structures with slope dz=dr ¼ 6ðx 2 p =x 2 À 1Þ 1=2 . We emphasize that the mixing described here is a lowtemperature phenomenon, requiring that the cold-fluid dispersion relation be valid for axial and transverse wavelengths much shorter than the dimensions of the plasma. The condition for validity of the cold-fluid dispersion relation is that ðk
otherwise, kinetic effects such as Landau damping modify the dispersion relation, spoiling the degeneracy that underlies the mixing. Using the laser cooling technique, experimentalists regularly achieve Debye lengths that are small compared with the plasma dimensions, and in this regime, mixing should be observable. For example, a recent experiment on Mg þ plasmas achieved a temperature of 10 À3 eV at a density of 2 Â 10 7 cm À3 , corresponding to a Debye length of 5 Â 10 À3 cm; the plasma radius in this experiment was on the order of 1 cm. 5 With this background, we now return to the discussion of normal modes for a cold equilibrium plasma in a PenningMalmberg trap. An important difference between this problem and the toy problem is that vacuum separates the plasma from the conducting wall. For the simple case of a mode with azimuthal mode number zero, the mode equation is given by Historically, two geometrical limits have been emphasized. In the first limit, pioneered by the atomic physics community, the plasma is small compared to the radius of the cylindrical conductor and resides in a quadratic trap potential. The surface of revolution defining the shape of the plasma is spheroidal in this limit. 6 Using spheroidal coordinates, exact analytic expressions for the normal modes can be found, and images of modes in Be þ plasmas corroborate these results. 7, 8 However, these modes have many near degeneracies, and one expects that a deformation of the spheroidal boundary will mix these modes.
In the second limit, more familiar to plasma physicists, the plasma is long compared to the radius of the conducting cylinder and takes the shape of a finite-length cylinder with rounded ends. The more complicated shape of these longer plasmas prevents an analytic description of the modes. However, the solution by Trivelpiece and Gould (TG) for waves on a cold, magnetized, infinitely long plasma cylinder provides a useful benchmark for theoretical studies of modes FIG. 2. An example of a ray-like mode on a magnetized plasma slab of rectangular cross-section, surrounded by a perfect conductor. The mode potential is a sum of four Dirac delta functions, each of which is peaked along one side of the dashed parallelogram. Delta functions corresponding to adjacent sides enter the sum with opposite signs so that the condition of vanishing potential is satisfied along the boundary. There are an infinite number of other ray-like modes with the same frequency as the mode depicted here. The set of ray-like modes is complimentary to the set of modes that are sinusoidal in x and z.
FIG. 1.
Schematic diagram of a finite-length single-species plasma column confined in a Penning-Malmberg trap. Axial confinement is electrostatic, provided by an electric potential, V, applied to the outer cylindrical electrodes; radial confinement is provided by an axial magnetic field. The confinement scheme depicted here is for positively charged particles.
on a finite-length plasma cylinder. 9 Previous theory has argued that, to a good approximation, each mode is a single standing TG wave with the axial wavenumber quantized to fit the length of the plasma column. Moreover, for the case of warm plasmas with significant kinetic effects, experimental observations are consistent with this simple picture. 10 In contrast, our numerical solution based on cold-fluid theory shows that each mode involves many TG waves, which often add to produce conical structures at the expected slope, dz=dr ¼ 6ðx 2 p =x 2 À 1Þ 1=2 . The dispersion relation for the TG waves is given by Eq. (1), but with the transverse wavenumber k ? quantized to discrete values, each corresponding to a different solution to the differential equation for the radial dependence of the wave. Upon reflection at the end of the column, a given TG wave reflects not only into its backward-propagating counterpart, but also into other waves with different radial wavefunctions. 11 Note that when x and k ? are specified, Eq. (1) chooses the value of k z . The value of k z is important in determining the extent to which a wave participates in the mode. If, after a complete circuit of two reflections, the wave adds in a phase with itself (say, to produce a standing wave), then that wave will tend to play a significant role in the mode. Such approximate standing waves here play the role of the exactly degenerate modes in the toy problem.
The numerical method employed here is easiest to understand for the idealized case where the plasma column has flat ends-that is, where the plasma is a perfect right circular cylinder as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In this case, the plasma has a well-defined length, L and we take the plasma to be centered on the origin, so that the ends of the plasma lie at z ¼ 6L=2: The dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) divide the confinement region axially into a central region where the plasma resides and two adjacent vacuum regions. Following Prasad and O'Neil, 11 we expand the mode potential in the central region in an infinite series of TG waves, all having the same frequency, x-the unknown frequency of the mode-but different axial and transverse wavenumbers, k z and k ? . Each of these waves satisfies the mode equation for a mode with frequency x as well as the boundary condition on the wall, and each can be expressed analytically. In the vacuum region z > L=2; we express the mode potential in an infinite series of cylindrical harmonics of the form J 0 ðv 0n r=RÞ exp½Àv 0n ðz À L=2Þ=R, where R is the radius of the conducting cylinder, v 0n is the nth zero of the Bessel function J 0 ðxÞ, and n is a positive integer. For the vacuum region z < ÀL=2, there is simply a sign change in the argument of the exponential (and an overall sign change in the case of odd modes). The three series satisfy the mode equation in the three regions as well as the boundary conditions on the wall and at z ! 61, and the numerical task is to find a frequency x and to choose the coefficients in the series, so that the solutions match properly across the surfaces separating these regions. The mode potential and the normal component of the electric displacement vector must be continuous across these surfaces.
An advantage of this numerical method is that it explicitly identifies the extent to which each TG wave participates in a given normal mode. Also, use of the known TG wave solutions and vacuum solutions effectively reduces the dimension of the numerical task. Matching on the boundary surface involves N unknowns, whereas a numerical solution on a grid spanning r and z would involve N 2 unknowns. For the simple case of flat ends, the matching task is facilitated by the orthogonality of both the Bessel functions and the TG radial wavefunctions on the flat matching surfaces [the dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) ]. Note, however, that the Bessel functions are not orthogonal to the TG radial wavefunctions; indeed, it is the lack of orthogonality that gives rise to mixing upon reflection. Each TG wave couples to many vacuum solutions, and these couple back to different TG waves. In contrast with the toy problem, the plasma ends need not be deformed to get wave mixing.
Of course, numerical solution of the matching conditions requires that the three series be truncated at a finite number of terms, and here a difficulty arises for the idealization of a flat end. We do not find convergence of the solution, in that TG waves of arbitrarily large wavenumber appear to participate significantly in each mode. Figure 3 (b) shows a more realistic plasma with spheroidal ends that fit smoothly onto the central cylindrical section of the plasma. Here, the matching surfaces that separate the central region containing the plasma from the adjacent vacuum regions are no longer flat but extend outward to follow the end-shape of the plasma [the dashed curves in Fig. 3(b) ]. Again we expand the mode potential in three series for the three regions, but here we lose the orthogonality of the Bessel functions and of the TG radial wavefunctions on the FIG. 3 . Three idealized plasma shapes for which the modes of oscillation are calculated: (a) a cylinder with flat ends, (b) a cylinder with spheroidal ends, and (c) a spheroid. In each of the three regions separated by the dashed curves, we express the mode potential as a linear combination of functions that satisfy the mode equation and boundary conditions in that particular region. The numerical task is to choose the coefficients in each linear combination, so that the mode potential and the normal derivative of the electric displacement match at the boundary surfaces shown here as dashed curves. matching surfaces. The matching is carried out by choosing the frequency and the coefficients in the series to minimize the mean-squared error in matching at a large number of sample points on the matching surface. Fortunately, the rounding of the ends suppresses the coupling to largewavenumber components, and we find convergent solutions.
By taking the central cylindrical section of the plasma to be much shorter than the spheroidal end-caps, we obtain a plasma that is nearly spheroidal in shape, as illustrated in Fig. 3(c) . Then, by taking the radius of the trap to be large in comparison with the dimensions of the plasma, we approach the limit in which analytic expressions for the modes are known. 7 In this range of parameters, modes obtained using our numerical method bear close resemblance to those predicted by the analytic expressions. However, for these nearly spheroidal plasmas, convergence is too slow to resolve finescale details of the modes.
For a nearly spheroidal plasma, perturbation theory provides a more instructive approach; the modes of a perfectly spheroidal plasma provide a natural set of basis functions for this perturbation analysis. The basis functions become mixed when small deformations of the spheroidal plasma boundary are introduced, and we obtain a general expression for the coupling. In the neighborhood of particular values of the plasma aspect ratio where multiple low-order basis functions are degenerate, the mixing can be of order unity. However, such strong mixing is limited by a selection rule; basis functions with disparate modenumbers will not be strongly mixed unless the perturbed plasma boundary exhibits fine-scale ripples.
When viscosity is introduced, a signature of the predicted wave-mixing is that the least damped modes of the cold plasma cylinder damp more quickly than one would expect based on the assumption that the mode is a single standing TG wave. The reason for the enhanced damping is that the viscous momentum flux underlying the damping is intensified by the presence of steep momentum gradients-i.e., high wavenumbers-in the mixed mode. We investigate viscous damping in the limit where viscous effects can be treated as a perturbation to Eq. (5). To first order in viscosity, each mode damps with a rate given by a quadratic form that acts on the zero-order (inviscid) mode. We evaluate this expression for one of the numerically calculated modes and compare with the rate obtained by approximating the mode as a single TG wave. The single-wave approximation underestimates the damping rate by roughly an order of magnitude.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we introduce the equations of motion for the cold, magnetized plasma; in Sec. III, we review the TG solutions for an infinitely long plasma column; in Sec. IV, we seek the modes of a finite-length plasma column with flat ends; in Sec. V, modes of a finite-length plasma column with rounded ends are obtained numerically; in Sec. VI, the mixing of modes on a nearly spheroidal plasma is investigated using perturbation theory; and in Sec. VII, viscous damping is discussed.
II. COLD-FLUID EQUATIONS OF MOTION
As an approximation to the Penning-Malmberg trap configuration shown in Fig. 1 , we assume that mode potential satisfies the boundary conditions du ¼ 0 at r ¼ R and at z ! 61, where R is the radius of the conducting wall of the trap. For azimuthally symmetric modes, Poisson's equation takes the form
where du is the mode potential, dn is the corresponding density perturbation, and q is the charge of a single particle.
In accord with the experiments that we have in mind, we assume that the axial magnetic field in the trap is sufficiently large that the drift approximation is justified. In cold-fluid theory, small azimuthally symmetric perturbations then evolve in time following the linearized continuity and momentum equations,
where dV z is the perturbed fluid velocity associated with the mode, n 0 ðr; zÞ is the unperturbed density, and m is the particle mass. Seeking normal-mode solutions to Eqs. (6)- (8), we assume that the perturbation oscillates with frequency x, dnðr; z; tÞ dV z ðr; z; tÞ duðr; z; tÞ and substitute, obtaining
Equations (10)- (12) can be combined to give
where x 2 p ðr; zÞ ¼ 4pq 2 n 0 ðr; zÞ=m: Equation (13) represents a generalized eigenvalue problem, since typically both du x and x are unknown.
Multiplication of Eq. (13) by du x and integration over the interior of the trap gives a formal expression for the mode frequency in terms of the mode potential, 12
where integration by parts has been employed. It follows from this formula that the allowed mode frequencies are real and bounded by the plasma frequency; that is, 0 
In terms of the Green's function, Eq. (10) can be recast in the form du x ðr; zÞ ¼ À4pq
Equations (11) and (12) give the perturbed density in terms of the electric field,
Inserting this expression in Eq. (17), integrating by parts, and taking the partial derivative with respect to z, one obtains the integral equation
Unlike Eq. (13), Eq. (19) constitutes a linear eigenvalue problem, Àx 2 being the eigenvalue, and dE z;x , the eigenfunction. Furthermore, the integral operator on the righthand-side is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product
It follows that all mode frequencies are real and that for any two modes with distinct frequencies x and x 0 the axial electric fields are orthogonal inside the plasma, ð rdrdzx While the integral equation (19) is equivalent to the differential equation (13) (with boundary conditions), it should be emphasized that dE z;x -not du x -is the true eigenfunction. For a mode that consists of many component waves, this distinction is important, since it is easy to underestimate the degree of the mixing when viewing a plot of the mode potential (see Figs. 5 and 8) . For example, a wave with axial wavenumber k z that appears with amplitude A in the z-component of the mode electric field will appear with amplitude A=k z in the mode potential, since dE z;x ¼ À@du x =@z: In this sense, large axial wavenumbers are suppressed relative to smaller wavenumbers in the mode potential. In contrast, the density gives an exaggerated impression of the mixing; a wave which appears with amplitude A in the z-component of the mode electric field will appear with amplitude ðk 2 ? jk 2 z ÞA=k z in the mode density.
III. TRIVELPIECE-GOULD WAVES
Before considering modes of a finite-length plasma cylinder, we present the solutions of Eq. (13) obtained by Trivelpiece and Gould for the case of an infinitely long cylinder. 9 In this case, Eq. (13) simplifies to In thermal equilibrium, the radial plasma density profile, n 0 ðrÞ, is nearly constant out to some radius and there abruptly falls off on the scale of the Debye length. Following Trivelpiece and Gould, we take an unperturbed density profile that is constant out to some radius, a, and zero outside this radius,
where H(x) is the Heaviside step function. This choice corresponds to an equilibrium density profile in the limit of zero temperature. A finite-temperature equilibrium density profile in place of the approximation (24) would necessitate numerical solution of Eq. (23), but the qualitative behavior of these solutions (e.g., oscillatory out to some radius; monotonically decreasing outside this radius) would be the same.
With the assumption of a step-function density profile, Eq. (23) becomes a Bessel equation in the domain r < a and a modified Bessel equation in the domain a < r < R: Making use of the boundary condition du ¼ 0 at r ¼ R and requiring that du be continuous at r ¼ a, one finds solutions of the form 
The wavenumber k m ¼ k m ðxÞ is given by the mth nonnegative solution to the equation 
which comes from the requirement that @du=@r be continuous at r ¼ a. 
For these solutions, the radial dependence is given by
where j m is the mth nonnegative solution to the equation
We will refer to these solutions as "annular solutions," since they are localized in the annular vacuum region a < r < R. Because the annular solutions become exponentially large as z ! 61, they are typically ignored in the theory of the infinitely long cylinder; however, we will need these solutions when we solve for modes of a finite-length plasma cylinder.
The functions w 
The difference in sign ensures that both w 
IV. MODES OF A PLASMA COLUMN WITH FLAT ENDS
We now search for modes of a finite-length plasma cylinder. Jennings et al. approached this problem by discretizing equation (13) 11 we choose to represent each mode as a linear combination of the TG and annular solutions discussed in Sec. III. This approach manifests the mixing of degenerate waves.
In this section, we focus on a well-known model which takes the unperturbed plasma density to be constant inside a right-circular cylinder of radius a and length L and zero outside this cylinder [ Fig. 3(a) ], n 0 ðr; zÞ ¼ n 0 Hðr À aÞHðjzj À L=2Þ:
In this case, although the Trivelpiece-Gould and annular solutions are no longer global solutions to Eq. (13), they still satisfy this equation in the region jzj < L=2. We assume that the mode potential in this region can be expressed as a linear combination of these solutions, Here, we have assumed that the mode potential is odd in z; the generalization to even modes is straightforward.
For the sake of numerical tractability, we must approximate Eqs. 
where N is some finite number of basis functions presumed to be sufficient to represent the mode to the desired degree of accuracy.
Note that the set of basis functions used here is not complete in the usual sense; we have only assumed that it is sufficient to represent a global solution to the mode equation with frequency x. Expressing the global solution as a linear combination of local solutions in distinct domains has the advantage that convergence is much faster than would be the case if a more conventional basis was employed-for example, if the Fourier expansion du x ¼ P m;n A mn J 0 ðv 0m r=RÞ sin½ð2n À 1Þz=L was used in place of Eq. (35). Suppose that, in order to achieve some prescribed level of resolution of the mode, N 2 basis functions from the more standard basis are required; the same resolution can be achieved with just N basis functions of the type used here.
Taken together, the series (35) and (36) satisfy Eq. (13) everywhere inside the trap; all that remains is to find a set of coefficients, A m , B m , and C m , and a frequency, x, such that the resulting mode potential satisfies the required matching conditions at the boundary, z ¼ 6L=2: One such condition is that du be continuous at z ¼ 6L=2. Thus, we evaluate Eqs. (35) and (36) at z ¼ 6L=2, equate the resulting expressions, multiply by J 0 ðv 0n r=RÞ, and integrate to obtain The other matching condition is that the z-component of the electric displacement, dD z ¼ ½x 2 p ðr; zÞ=x 2 À 1@du=@z, be continuous at z ¼ 6L=2. Accordingly, we equate the "inner" and "outer" expressions for dD z resulting from Eqs. 
and
Equations (40) and (41) 
Thus, when the plasma extends to the trap wall, the modes are just standing TG waves with radial dependence given by Eq. (46) and axial wavenumber quantized according to the condition that the diagonal matrix element equal zero,
For a long plasma, it follows that for radial modenumber m, the allowed axial wavenumbers are given by k mn ¼ ð2n À 1Þp=L À dk mn ; where n is an integer and dk mn is a correction of order R=L 2 . Inserting this expression in Eq. (48) and expanding the cotangent term, one finds that to first order in R=L 2 , dk mn ffi ð2n À 1Þ2pR=ðv 0m L 2 Þ.
B. Numerical solution for a < R
When the plasma does not extend to the trap wall, the radialdependence of the TG waves no longer matches that of the vacuum solutions. Consequently, at z ¼ 6L=2, an incident TG wave reflects partially back into itself and partially into other TG waves. It follows that each mode must be a mixture of multiple component waves. From a cursory analysis of the matrix M, one can guess which waves should appear prominently in the admixture for a mode with frequency x. According to the normalization condition (30), the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (43)-and thus any off-diagonal matrix element-is of order R=L 2 or smaller. 11 In contrast, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (43), which appears only on the diagonal of the matrix, can be any size, diverging as k m ðxÞL=2 approaches any multiple of p, and vanishing as k m ðxÞL=2 approaches any odd multiple of p=2. If the wavenumber k m ðxÞ is such that k m cotðk m L=2Þj ) R=L 2 , the mth diagonal element will be large, and one can see that the amplitude of the mth wave must then be small in order for Eq. (42) to be satisfied. Conversely, the amplitude of the mth wave may be large only if the mth diagonal element is small compared to R=L 2 ; as in the previous example, this occurs for wavenumbers k m ðxÞ ¼ ð2n À 1Þp=L À dk m ðxÞ, where n is an integer and dk m ðxÞ is a correction of order R=L 2 . For a given mode frequency, there can be many such waves, and these waves will give the dominant contribution to the admixture for that mode.
The heuristic argument outlined in the preceding paragraph is a revised version of an argument introduced by Prasad and O'Neil. 11 These authors derived a generalized version of Eq. (10) for a mode with azimuthal dependence and carried out a perturbative solution based on the smallness of the off-diagonal matrix elements. However, a tacit assumption underlying the perturbation theory is that only one of the diagonal elements of the matrix is small compared to the off-diagonal elements in its row, and this assumption is unjustified.
We proceed by evaluating the matrix MðxÞ on a grid in x-space and calculating the determinant at each point on this grid. We search for values of x for which Det½MðxÞ ¼ 0, at these values, the null-vector, x, gives a solution to Eq. (42). As expected, the contribution to each solution is greatest from wavenumbers k m ðxÞ ffi ð2n À 1Þp=L. However, as the number of basis functions, N, is increased, increasingly short-wavelength waves enter the admixture for each solution with significant amplitude, and this trend continues to the limit of our computational capability. The lack of convergence should not be surprising. The off-diagonal matrix elements fall off only as m À1 and are non-negligible even for large m; thus, for arbitrarily large m, the mth diagonal matrix element can still be smaller than the off-diagonal elements in the mth row, provided that the wavenumber k m is close enough to ð2n À 1Þp=L, where n is an integer.
An exemplary solution is plotted in Fig. 5 -with various numbers of basis functions retained-as an illustration of the appearance of increasingly large wavenumbers in each solution. In Fig. 5(a) , only four TG waves are retained, and the dominant term in the admixture comes from the first TG wave, which has wavenumber k 1 ðxÞ ffi 3p=L À 6:94ðR=L 2 Þ, where x is the frequency of the solution. In Fig. 5(b) , eight waves are retained, and now the seventh wave, which has wavelength k 7 ðxÞ ffi 39p=L À 2:45ðR=L 2 Þ, enters the admixture with amplitude comparable to that of the first wave. With more waves retained, the solution incurs significant contributions from even shorter wavelengths.
V. MODES OF A PLASMA COLUMN WITH SPHEROIDAL END-SHAPE
There is a reason to suspect that the appearance of increasingly short wavelengths in each of the solutions obtained in Sec. IV stems from the crude approximation of the plasma shape as a cylinder with perfectly flat ends and hence sharp edges. The mode structure is determined by the coupling between TG waves reflecting at the ends of the plasma cylinder, and this coupling must be affected by the end-shape. In this section, we generalize the method of Sec. IV and look for modes of a plasma cylinder with spheroidal end-shape. In this case, the plasma boundary is given by r ¼ a for jzj < L=2 and by ½ðz À L=2Þ=ðDL 0 =2Þ 2 þðr=aÞ 2 ¼ 1 for jzj > L=2, where DL 0 is the combined length of the two spheroidal end caps. Note that this plasma boundary has no sharp edges. For long cylindrical plasmas satisfying the ordering L ) R $ a; the curvature of the ends of the plasma cylinder in equilibrium is typically of order 1=a; so we will consider end-shapes with DL 0 of order a.
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Following the procedure of Sec. IV, we divide the space inside the trap into regions with distinct solution sets, as depicted in Fig. 3(b) . The surface that separates these regions is given by z ¼ ½L þ DLðrÞ=2, where
is the deviation from the flat matching surface taken in Sec. VI. We express the mode potential as the series (35) and (36) in the appropriate domains. Again, the matching conditions on du and dD ¼ ½x while the continuity of dD Án gives 
where n r ðrÞ and n z ðrÞ are the radial and axial components of the unit vectorn that is normal to the matching surface. The analysis of Sec. IV relies on the orthogonality properties of the Bessel functions and the functions w TG m ðx; rÞ and w A m ðx; rÞ, however, this approach fails here because the curvature of the plasma boundary introduces additional r-dependence. Instead, we discretize the radial coordinate, taking P points, {r 1 , r 2 ,…, r P }, and evaluate Eqs. (50) and (51) 
Equations (52) and (53) comprise a system of 2P equations for 2N unknowns and can be expressed as a single matrix equation,
where x 0 ¼ ðA 1 ; A 2 ; …; A N ; B 1 ; B 2 ; …; B N=2 ; C 1 ; C 2 ; …; C N=2 Þ and M 0 ðxÞ is a 2P Â 2N matrix; the primes are a reminder that the matrix M 0 and the vector x 0 are distinct from M and x as defined in Sec. IV.
In order for every basis function to be well-resolved on the radial grid, we take P ) N, and thus, Eq. (54) becomes an over-determined system of equations that cannot be satisfied exactly. Thus, we seek a nonzero vector x 0 and frequency x that together minimize the mean squared mismatch at the boundary, Dðx; x 0 Þ, defined as
We exclude the trivial solution, x 0 ¼ 0, by imposing a normalization constraint. We observe that a variety of different normalization constraints lead to the same solutions. A simple choice is the following:
where
for n N=2 and S nn 0 ¼ 0 otherwise. This constraint simply requires that the squared amplitudes of all Trivelpiece-Gould components making up the mode electric field sum to one. For fixed x, the minima of Dðx; x 0 Þ under this normalization constraint are given by the condition
where k is a Lagrange multiplier and the variation is taken with respect to x 0 . Carrying out the variation yields
where the superscript T denotes the transpose. In other words, for fixed x the local minima of Dðx; x 0 Þ are given by the "generalized eigenvectors" of the matrix M 0 T ðxÞ Á M 0 ðxÞ with respect to the matrix S T ðxÞ Á SðxÞ. The global minimum (on the surface of constraint) is given by the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue; all eigenvalues are positive since both M 0 T ðxÞ Á M 0 ðxÞ and S T ðxÞ Á SðxÞ are positivedefinite.
To find a mode frequency, we therefore evaluate the matrices M 0 T ðxÞ Á M 0 ðxÞ and S T ðxÞ Á SðxÞ on a grid in x and determine the smallest eigenvalue, k min ðxÞ, at each grid point. For N ) 1, the function k min ðxÞ typically has many local minima. As N and P are increased, some of these minima approach zero (as does the corresponding mismatch), and the value of x, where such a minimum occurs, gives the frequency of a mode. The mode potential is given by the eigenvector, x 0 , corresponding to k min ðxÞ at the mode frequency. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
In practice, when only a few terms are retained in the series (35) and (36) and the corresponding function k min ðxÞ is plotted, one observes relatively few local minima, and the location of each minimum gives a rough indication of the frequency of a mode comprised mostly of long-wavelength waves [ Fig. 6(a) ]. Using this information, one can then keep many more terms in the series and plot the corresponding function k min ðxÞ over a much smaller frequency interval about one of these minima [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Of course, this strategy only works for the relatively smooth modes comprised mostly of long-wavelength waves, but these are typically the most relevant modes in an experiment. An example of the matching of the potential and electric displacement at the sample points along the matching surface is shown in Fig. 7 ; in this example, the numbers of basis functions and sample points retained are N ¼ 48 and P ¼ 240, respectively. Note that two sets of points in Fig. 7 lie on top of each other, indicating good matching.
Several exemplary solutions are plotted in Fig. 8 . We observe that strong mixing occurs only amongst waves with axial wavelengths larger than the variation in plasma length, DL 0 , and in particular for wavenumbers k m ffi ð2n À 1Þp=L; where n is an integer. For example, Fig. 8(a) Waves with shorter axial wavelengths are less strongly mixed but tend to add constructively to create fine-scale cone-like structures in the mode along resonance cones with slope dz=dr ¼ 6ðx It should be noted that Jennings et al. also find solutions to the mode equation that do not resemble any single Trivelpiece-Gould wave. 12 In addition, the authors note that according to Eq. (14), very different waveforms can have similar frequencies. However, Jennings et al. conclude that the more complicated solutions are not real modes, but the result of miscalculation by the numerical algorithm. Presumably, this work was motivated by experiments involving warm plasmas, in which Landau damping rates consistent with the single-wave approximation had been observed, so the complicated solutions were not investigated further.
By choosing L ( DL 0 and a ( R, we approach the limit where Dubin's theory for modes of a spheroidal plasma should apply. 7 An example of a solution obtained in this limit is depicted in Fig. 9(a); Fig. 9(b) depicts the 
FIG.
7. An example of the matching of the mode potential, du x and normal component of the electric displacement, dD x Án, at the sample points along the matching surface. Each black circle gives the value of the right-hand side of Eq. (52) or (53) at these sample points; that is, the value of the electric potential or normal component of the electric displacement as the sample point is approached from inside. Each white circle gives the value of the left-hand side of Eq. (52) or (53) at these sample points; that is, the value of the electric potential or normal component of the electric displacement as the sample point is approached from outside. Note that the white circles lie on top of the black circles. Here, N ¼ 48 and P ¼ 240 The spatial dependence of this mode is displayed in Fig. 8(a) .
corresponding Dubin mode for comparison. It should be mentioned that the convergence of the solutions for spheroidal plasmas is slower than for long, cylindrical plasmas; that is, for a given number of basis functions, the mismatch at the sample points {r 1 , r 2 ,…, r P } tends to be larger. While Fig. 9(a) represents the limit of our computational capabilities, we expect that if many more basis functions could be retained, the mismatch would tend to zero without significant change in the appearance of the mode potential. However, the high-k features appearing in the electric field could be artifacts of the incomplete convergence.
VI. MODES OF A NEARLY SPHEROIDAL PLASMA
Thus far we have used numerical solutions to investigate the effect of degeneracy on the modes of a cold cylindrical plasma with rounded ends. In this section, we exploit the fact that analytic solutions are known for the modes of a cold, magnetized, uniform-density plasma of spheroidal shape (the Dubin modes) and use perturbation theory to investigate the mixing of low-order, nearly degenerate Dubin modes.
A cold non-neutral plasma, which resides in a quadratic trap potential and has dimensions small compared to the distance to the electrodes, evolves to thermal equilibrium shape that is a uniform density spheroid. 2, 6 Here, we use perturbation theory to understand how small deviations of the trap potential from quadratic change the spheroidal shape and mix nearly degenerate low-order Dubin modes. We work out the general form of the mode-mode coupling and examine the mixing of the axial center-of-mass (CM) mode with higher-order modes as an example.
In the axial CM mode, the spheroid oscillates as a whole along the magnetic axis and with each particle in the plasma moving in the axial direction according to dzðtÞ ¼ e cosðx z tÞ;
where e is a constant amplitude and x z is the axial trap frequency, determined by the harmonic external trap potential qu ext ðr; zÞ ¼ ð1=2Þmx For the CM mode, the resulting frequency change (in the absence of degeneracy) can be worked out with a fairly simple argument. For each particle in the plasma, the axial equation of motion is 
where G is the Green's function satisfying r 2 G ¼ dðr i À r j Þ. Assuming that G has axial translational symmetry, so that it depends on z i and z j only through the combination z i À z j , we sum over the N particles to obtain expressions involving the center-of-mass position, Z,
If we now assume that the mode in question causes positions to vary according to r i ¼ r i0 þ e cosðxtÞẑ; we can use this expression in Eq. (63) to obtain
Furthermore, since Du is already small, we can neglect the shape change of the equilibrium and sum over equilibrium positions in a spheroid. For example, if
b n r n R nÀ2 P n ðcos hÞ
(a spherical harmonic expansion, with R the distance to the trap electrodes), then Eq. (64) implies
where 2a and 2b are, respectively, the diameter and length of the plasma spheroid. This simple result provides a useful check for the following more general results. However, in particular, it neglects degeneracies between the CM mode and other modes. There are many such degenerate modes, each occurring when the plasma spheroid takes on a particular shape. A list of some of these modes is provided in Table I . 15 The mode numbers l and m refer to the spheroidal harmonic of the given mode potential, 7 and the parameter a b=a gives the plasma shape for which degeneracy with the CM mode occurs.
We now turn to the affect of perturbations on the mode eigenfunction (which must be determined using the above approach), including the effect of degeneracies, for general spheroidal normal modes. To do so, we employ the integral operator formalism introduced in Sec. II [Eq. (19) ], where the normal modes of the axial electric field dE z;x ðrÞ obey the eigenvalue equation
As discussed previously, the integral operator appearing on the right-hand-side is Hermitian with respect to the inner product form a complete orthogonal basis with respect to this inner product. However, as this is an integral operator, these eigenfunctions are not necessarily continuous functions. In fact, for a cold plasma with a sharp boundary, dE z;x ðrÞ is discontinuous across this boundary. Since the perturbed external potential changes the shape of this boundary, the following perturbation theory is somewhat novel in form. In the cold-fluid limit considered here, the perturbed potential DuðrÞ causes a shape change to the plasma volume, V as shown in Fig. 10 . The volume integral in Eq. (67) must be carried out over this volume. In order to apply perturbation theory, we inscribe a spheroid with volume V 0 inside V (see Fig. 10 ). The volume difference DV ¼ V À V 0 is assumed to be small. We then break the integral in Eq. (67) into integrals over V 0 and over DV,
We treat the second integral as a small perturbation. To do so, we expand dE z;x ðrÞ in the eigenfunctions of the first integral operator for the spheroid V 0 , with the following proviso. As previously noted, the eigenfunctions have distinct forms inside and outside the spheroid, which we refer to, respectively, as w in n ðrÞ and w out n ðrÞ (where n ¼ 1; …; 1). We choose to represent dE z;x ðrÞ only in terms of the inner eigenfunctions w in n ðrÞ, extending their functional forms beyond V 0 into DV. These eigenfunctions have the form e imh f ðr; zÞ, where f is a finite polynomial in r and z; we assume (without proof) that such polynomials form a complete set for perturbations in the region DV. Thus, we write
where the coefficients a n are of order unity and e n j j ( 1. For M ¼ 1; we will obtain results for nondegenerate perturbation theory, and for M > 1 we will obtain results where M modes are nearly degenerate.
Substituting Eq. (69) into Eq. (68) and dropping small terms yields
where the spheroidal mode frequencies x n are eigenvalues obtained from the equation
Note that solutions of this integral equation yield w in n ðrÞ for r 2 V 0 and w out n ðrÞ for r 6 2 V 0 . If we now take an inner product of Eq. (70) with respect to the M w in n functions over volume V 0 and use their orthogonality, we obtain M homogeneous equations for the coefficients a 1 ; …; a M : 
where in the last step we use Eq. (71) and note that the region DV is outside V 0 so that the result of the integration over r 0 is w 
For the case of nondegenerate perturbation theory ðM ¼ 1Þ, Eq. (74) implies that
For the CM mode, we can check this result by comparison with Eq. (66). To do so, we require the change in shape of the plasma due to an external potential perturbation Du of the form given by Eq. (65). This is worked out in Appendix B. We also require w 
and n 1 and n 2 are spheroidal coordinates 7 related to r and z by 
Thus, e m is small provided that DV is small and ðx 2 À x 2 m Þ=x 2 m is not small. Of course, this latter condition breaks down at mode degeneracies, which is why, in such cases, any degenerate modes must be included in the set of M modes that have order unity contributions to dE z;x . For degeneracy, the analysis is somewhat simplified by employing orthonormal eigenmodes such that ð
Then, for the case of a single degeneracy ðM ¼ 2Þ, Eq. (78) implies that 
where the coefficients A n are given by Eqs. (A4)-(A10). At degeneracies, we find that V 12 ¼ V Ã 21 (although away from degeneracy this is not true), so that Eq. (80) predicts real mode frequencies. Note that since V ij is small, the righthand-side of Eq. (80) can be neglected, except near the degeneracy, where the equation predicts an avoided crossing since V 12 V 21 > 0. An example is shown for the CM mode in Fig. 11 . According to Table I , the CM mode is degenerate with a ðl; mÞ ¼ ð4; 0Þ mode when the shape a ¼ b=a ¼ 0:6329…. Evaluation of V ij , where i; j ¼ 1; 2, mode 1 being the CM mode and mode 2 the (4,0) mode, using Duðr; zÞ given by Eq. (65), implies at a ¼ 0:6329, x =@z. This expression is purely real and non-negative and gives the viscous damping rate of the mode.
Due to the mixing of degenerate waves, the axial and transverse scale-lengths, L k and L ? of even the least-damped modes can be much smaller than the corresponding dimensions of the plasma. As a result, the damping of these modes is significantly greater than one would predict based on the single-wave approximation, 12, 14, 16 which takes the mode potential inside the plasma to be given by a single Trivelpiece-Gould wave with wavenumber k m ¼ mp=L ½1 À OðR=LÞ. For example, according to Eq. (92), the mode displayed in Fig. 8(a) 
VIII. SUMMARY
We have calculated several azimuthally symmetric, longitudinal normal modes of a cold, magnetized single-species plasma column. Each normal mode is not a standing Trivelpiece-Gould wave with well-defined wavenumber but is instead a more complicated superposition of many such waves, often exhibiting sharp features along the resonance cones corresponding to the mode frequency. We have also analyzed the mixing of Dubin modes on a cold, magnetized plasma of nearly spheroidal shape, using perturbation theory. We find that a slight deviation of the plasma boundary from the spheroidal shape can induce strong mixing between multiple Dubin modes when the aspect ratio is such that these modes are degenerate. The mixing effects described here occur only when the Debye length is small in comparison with the scale-lengths characteristic of the mode. In this cold-fluid regime, the modes are damped by viscosity, and this damping is enhanced by the presence of large wavenumbers in the admixture for the mode.
